Endovascular clot retrieval in acute stroke with large ischemic core is not always associated with poor outcomes.
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Abstract

Background. The benefits of endovascular clot retrieval (ECR) for anterior circulation stroke with large ischemic cores remain uncertain. In spite of recent pooled analysis of randomized controlled studies, conclusions regarding the fate of large ischemic cores cannot be reached given the small number of included patients.

Methods. This was a single centre retrospective study of patients treated with ECR in the period 2012 to 2017. The inclusion criteria were anterior circulation stroke with symptom onset less than 6 hours, baseline CT perfusion and 90 day clinical follow up defined by the Modified Rankin Score (mRS). Results. 261 patients were included. Median age of 72 (IQR 61-78) and 59% were male. The mean ischemic core volume was 27.6ml (SD 34.9ml). There were 235 patients with an ischemic core volume of <70ml and 26 patients with an ischemic core volume of ≥70ml. There was no statistically significant difference however in 90 day functional independence with 66% (154/235) in the <70ml core group and 54% (14/26) in the ≥70ml core group reaching a 90 day mRSd2. Conclusions. We found that patients selected for ECR with ischemic core size ≥70ml had clinical outcomes not significantly different compared with those with smaller ischemic cores. We recommend that large ischemic core size alone does not necessarily constitute an absolute contraindication for ECR. Randomized controlled studies are needed to better define the benefits for this group of patients.
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Introduction

Endovascular clot retrieval (ECR) for anterior circulation ischemic stroke with large vessel occlusion results in improved functional outcomes at 90 days \(^1\)\(^-\)\(^6\). The HERMES collaboration, a meta-analysis of the five randomised trials, allowed further subgroup analysis and confirmed the benefits of ECR including those over the age of 80, patients ineligible for intravenous thrombolysis and those treated later than 300 minutes from symptom onset \(^7\). However, patients with evidence of large ischemic core on initial pre-treatment CT perfusion or MR perfusion were significantly under represented in this meta-analysis, and benefits of ECR in this subgroup could not be established \(^7\). Furthermore, recent trials demonstrating benefit of ECR beyond 6 hours after symptom onset which incorporated CT perfusion as inclusion criterion, excluded patients with ischemic cores greater than 70ml in DEFUSE 3 \(^8\), and greater than 50ml in DAWN \(^9\). This resulted in uncertainty regarding the potential benefits of ECR in large ischemic cores.

Clarification of the role of ECR in this subgroup is important for several reasons. First, there is a prevailing understanding that there exists a strong association between
ischemic core volume and clinical outcome\textsuperscript{10, 11}, with ischaemic core representing tissue that has undergone irreversible infarction, while penumbra is hypoperfused tissue at risk for infarction without early reperfusion\textsuperscript{12, 13}. Second, in patients presenting within six hours of symptom onset, high variability in the volume of the ischemic core exists, likely related to individual differences in arterial collaterals\textsuperscript{11, 14}. Third, despite the increasing awareness of the benefit of ECR, many regional hospitals are not equipped to provide ECR services\textsuperscript{15}, requiring a “drip and ship” approach to transfer patients to comprehensive stroke centres\textsuperscript{16}. The consequence is that transfer patients are more likely to harbour larger ischemic cores.

The aim of this study is to retrospectively analyse patients treated with ECR for anterior circulation stroke and to assess the impact of pre-treatment ischemic core as defined on CT perfusion on clinical outcomes.

\textbf{Materials and Methods}

\textbf{Patients}

This was a single centre, retrospective analysis of patients who underwent endovascular treatment for acute ischemic stroke from 2012 to 2017. The study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Royal Melbourne Hospital. The inclusion criteria were: anterior circulation stroke, pre-treatment CT
perfusion study processed with the use of fully automated software (RAPID, non-commercial research version, Stanford University)\(^\text{17}\), ECR treatment and clinical follow up at 90 days defined by modified Rankin Score (mRS). Patient baseline characteristics included age, gender and vascular risk factors (hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, smoking history, atrial fibrillation and diabetes mellitus). Initial stroke severity was assessed with the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). Angiographic data included location of vessel occlusion, reperfusion was defined by the Thrombolysis in cerebral infarction (TICI) scale and presence of symptomatic intracerebral haemorrhage (sICH) were also assessed.

Statistical analysis

Student’s t-test was used to evaluate between-group differences between the inclusion and exclusion arms with regards to age, gender and mean onset to recanalization. Fisher’s exact test was used to evaluate differences in the baseline NIHSS score. Student’s t-test was used to evaluate differences in 90 day mRS between the groups based on their ischemic core volumes.

Results

From January 2012 to May 2017, a total of 408 patients were treated by ECR for anterior circulation stroke. 98 patients were excluded due to no baseline CT perfusion study and 40 patients were excluded due to absence of post-processing of the CT perfusion study. 9 patients were excluded due to lack of 90 day mRS (Figure 1). A
total of 261 patients were included for analysis, with no significant difference in age, gender or baseline NIHSS score between the inclusion and exclusion groups. Onset to recanalization however was significantly faster in the inclusion arm (Table 1).

Of the 261 patients, the median age was 72 (IQR 61-78), 59% were male, median NIHSS score was 17 (IQR 12-21) and mean stroke onset to recanalization time was 292 minutes. 61.7% had M1 occlusions, 21.1% had tandem ICA/MCA occlusions, 8.4% had ICA occlusions alone and 8.4% had an M2/3 occlusion. The mean ischemic core volume was 27.6ml (SD 34.9ml). There were 235 patients with an ischemic core volume of <70ml and 26 patients with an ischemic core volume of ≥70ml. There was no statistically significantly difference (p = 0.24) in the 90 day clinical outcomes between these groups however with 66% (154/235) reaching an mRSd2 with an ischemic core of <70ml compared with 54% (14/26) reaching an mRSd2 with an ischemic core of ≥70ml (Figure 2). Although the percentage of patients with poor clinical outcomes (90 day mRS 4–6) also increased as ischemic core volumes increased, even in patients with ischemic core volumes of >100mls, this only accounted for 36% of cases (Figure 3).

Discussion

The benefit of ECR in patients with large ischemic cores to date remains relatively uncertain. Despite the meta-analysis performed by the HERMES collaboration, the
number of patients with large pre-treatment ischemic cores as assessed on baseline imaging in this pooled analysis is relatively low due to trial exclusion parameters. Furthermore, assessment of the ischemic core, as well as exclusion criteria on baseline imaging is variable. The Alberta Stroke program early CT score (ASPECTS) is a quantitative measure on non-contrast imaging for estimating the extent and distribution of early ischemic change within acute MCA strokes 18, with REVASCAT excluding patients with ASPECTS of less than 7 on non-contrast CT or less than 6 on DWI 4, and SWIFT-PRIME and ESCAPE excluding patient with ASPECTS of less than 6 3, 5. In MR CLEAN, only about 65% of patients underwent pre-treatment CT perfusion, while EXTEND-IA is the only trial of the five to require CT perfusion as an inclusion criteria, with exclusion of patients with ischemic cores of e70mls 2. Even in more recent trials assessing ECR beyond 6 hours of symptom onset, patients with large ischemic cores were excluded with DEFUSE 3 limiting the initial ischemic core to less than 70ml, and DAWN having a threshold of less than 50ml and even lower in certain subgroups 8, 9. Despite these exclusion thresholds, median volume of ischemic core in the ECR groups of these trials was also well below these cut-offs, calculated at 9.4ml in DEFUSE 3 and 7.6ml in DAWN.

Our results show that even in patients with large ischemic cores on baseline imaging as assessed by CT perfusion, a sizeable proportion attain good clinical outcomes with 54% of patients with an ischemic core of e70mls reaching an mRS of 0-2 at 90days. This appears significantly greater than the intravenous thrombolysis only arm of MR
CLEAN, of which 19.1% attained an mRS of 0-2 at 90 days. When compared to the other four trials also analysed in the HERMES collaboration, this value also appears greater than the control groups in these studies (Table 2). Similarly, the THRACE study demonstrated that patients with poor baseline ASPECTS (0-4) had worse clinical outcomes than those with better baseline ASPECTS (5-10), however 30% still achieved an mRS of 0-2 at 90 days. These findings suggest ECR may still confer benefit in patients with large ischemic cores over IV thrombolysis alone.

Assessment of the ischemic core and critically hypoperfused tissue on baseline imaging in order to aid selection for reperfusion therapies for each individual patient in the setting of acute ischemic stroke has been evaluated with CT perfusion as well as with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) perfusion-diffusion mismatch. Acute CT perfusion has been shown to provide similar accuracy in identifying ischemic core and penumbra when compared with MRI perfusion-diffusion imaging. Clinical validation of CT perfusion results has also been demonstrated, with the calculated infarct core and tissue at risk measures strong predictors of clinical outcome. The knowledge that CT perfusion can identify patients with large ischemic penumbras that with early successful reperfusion progress to more favourable clinical outcomes, aids management of acute stroke including decisions regarding reperfusion treatments offered at an individual patient level. This is particularly relevant in ‘borderline’ cases which would include M2 occlusions. Although the accuracy of MRI perfusion-diffusion imaging especially in identifying the acute infarct core may remain superior...
to CT perfusion\textsuperscript{21,22}, often limited access to MRI in the emergency setting, as well as managing potential safety considerations and contraindications for MRI scanning, results in CT perfusion potentially being a more viable, but equally robust tool for assessment.

With the continual greater awareness of the benefit of ECR following the series of positive trials published in 2015, the number of cases and referrals for consideration for ECR continues to increase at our centre, a trend presumably reflected at many other ECR capable stroke centres. As such, consideration to perform ECR despite large ischemic cores on baseline CT perfusion will also likely continue to become more common. In addition, with Gerschenfeld et al. showing no significant difference in IV thrombolysis at a non-ECR capable centre, and then transfer to an ECR capable centre (‘drip and ship’) over direct transfer to an ECR capable centre (‘mothership’)\textsuperscript{16}, consideration for accepting patient transfers knowing the transfer delay will likely only extend the size of the ischemic core, will also likely become more frequent. Despite this, the extent of pre-treatment infarction is known to be a key factor of clinical outcome\textsuperscript{11}, and whether a threshold volume of ischemic core exists beyond which ECR confers no added benefit remains uncertain. Our results, albeit in a small cohort, have not however identified this potential threshold ischemic core volume.

An advantage of our single centre study in assessing outcomes in large ischemic cores is that our hospital is the state-wide stroke service for ECR in Victoria, which in turn
inherently attracts referrals for consideration of cases with relatively large ischemic cores as well as consideration of ‘mercy’ cases. Despite this, there remains a relatively small number of patients in our research cohort with ischemic cores greater than 70mls, a limitation of the study. Furthermore, the relatively small numbers limited the ability to control for variables such as initial NIHSS, location of the occlusion, time to recanalization as well as final recanalization score as assessed by the thrombolysis in cerebral infarction (TICI) scale. In addition, whether these results can be broadly translated to centres with operators that are not performing high numbers of ECR is uncertain.

**Conclusion**

Clinical outcomes were not significantly different in patients selected for ECR with ischemic core size ≥70ml compared with those with smaller ischemic cores. A more comprehensive understanding of the role of ECR in patients with large ischemic cores on baseline CT perfusion is required to help guide acute management decisions in this subgroup of patients. Future studies are required to investigate the role of ECR in anterior circulation stroke with large ischemic cores.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Flow diagram depicting inclusion and exclusion group numbers.

Figure 2. Percentage and raw numbers of patients reaching functional independence based on size of the initial ischemic core. This did not reach statistical significance with a P value of 0.24.

Figure 3. Percentage and raw numbers of patients with poor clinical outcome (mRS 4-6) based on size of the initial ischemic core.
### Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion group</th>
<th>Exclusion group</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years) – median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 (61-78)</td>
<td>71 (58-79)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male sex – no. (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154 (59%)</td>
<td>78 (53%)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NIHSS – median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 (12-21)</td>
<td>17 (13-22)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Onset to recanalization (mins) - mean</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>&lt;0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Characteristics of the inclusion and exclusion groups. There was no significant differences between the two groups with regards to age, gender or NIHSS. Onset to recanalization was however significantly faster in the inclusion group.
Current study: 14/26 (54)

mRS 0-2 at 90 days for endovascular clot retrieval in large ischemic cores (≥70ml)

mRS 0-2 at 90 days for control groups (IV tpa only) of HERMES trials

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR CLEAN</td>
<td>51/267 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIFT PRIME</td>
<td>33/93 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTEND-IA</td>
<td>14/35 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVASCAT</td>
<td>29/103 (28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAPE</td>
<td>43/147 (29.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Clinical outcome in ECR for large ischemic cores compared with control arms of the HERMES trials
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408 patients taken to the angiography suite for treatment of anterior circulation stroke

98 excluded due to no CTP, and 40 excluded due to no RAPID evaluation of the CTP study

270 patients

9 patients excluded due to no available 90 day mRS result

261 patients included for analysis

Figure 1. Flow diagram depicting inclusion and exclusion group numbers.
Figure 2. Percentage and raw numbers of patients reaching functional independence based on size of the initial ischemic core. This did not reach statistical significance with a P value of 0.24.
Figure 3. Percentage and raw numbers of patients with poor clinical outcome (mRS 4-6) based on size of the initial ischemic core.
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